Basic requirements for visa application
1. Passport: original passport (at least six months before expiration) with at least two blank visa
pages, and a photocopy of the passport's photo and data page.
2. Visa Application Form and Photo: One completed Visa Application Form with a recently-taken
color passport photo (bare-head, full face) against a white background attached.
3. Proof of legal stay or residence status, or various valid certificates relevant to the visa.
4. First time applicants under 18 shall provide birth certificate and parents' passport copies.

M visa for business
Visa Notification Form, or an invitation letter from the mainland company and the registration
license of this company.
The invitation letter should contain:
1. Information on the applicant (full name, gender, date of birth, etc.)
2. Information on the planned visit (purpose of the visit, arrival and departure dates, place to be
visited, relations between the applicant and the inviting company, financial source for
expenditures)
3. Information on the inviting company (name, contact telephone number, address, official
stamp, signature of the legal representative )

L visa for Domestic helpers in Hong Kong apply for visa for tourism
Domestic helpers in Hong Kong apply for a one-entry or two-entry visa or multi-entry visa valid for
6 months for tourism, requirements are as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

A photocopy of the domestic helper's identity card;
A photocopy of the employer's identity card;
A photocopy of the employment contract;
A photocopy of the document showing the residence of stay in Hong Kong;
Documents showing the itinerary including transport record and proof of hotel reservation;
Applicants with valid one-entry or two-entry visa are allowed to stay within 1 month, while
those who with valid 6 months multi-entry visa could enjoy a 1-15-day stay. (Please note that
multi-visa within 6 months should be applied based on at least one or two visa records). The
duration of stay is subject to the authorized organization.
7. Guarantee letters are required (respectively from the employer and the domestic helper,
whose signatures should be the same with those on the employment contract). The letters
should include:
a. Declaring the applicant is the employer or the employee explicitly;
b. Stating the reason of applying the visa, and also the date and destination clearly;
c. Stating that the employee travels together with the employer and ensures observing the law of
China.

